
Featuring e-Fibre™

Preventing more than 100 million plastic bottles from going into landfill and our oceans.
The e-Fibre™ used in our mattresses features polyester created from a minimum of 65% recycled plastic bottles and is fully recyclable at end of life.
Weight of plastic described in equivalent number of average sized plastic drinking bottles.

Eco-Friendly Children’s Mattress
Bunk e-Pocket™

Dimensions and Packaging

Product Code

Mattress Dimensions & Weight*
Single   L190 x W90 x H16cm 11.2kg
 
Packed size & weight*
Single    L32 x W32 x H100cm (0.10m3) / 12.8kg

*Metric and imperial sizes are not exact equivalents.
There can be a tolerance of +/- 2cm (+/- 0.8ins) with all quoted 
measurements.

835910

Tested and certified by UKAS accredited testing houses.

BS EN 597-1 - FR requirement
BS EN 597-2 - FR requirement
BS 7177 Domestic - FR requirements

Certifications

*For your safety, when using on a Bunk Bed. Check to ensure the top of the 
mattress is at least 160mm below the upper edge of the safety barriers.
To conform to British and European safety standard BS EN 747-1.

Specifically designed to be safely used on bunk beds* and 
offering the perfect blend of comfort and sustainability the 
e-Pocket core provides the responsive contour support 
needed to ensure your child stays sound asleep.
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Soft knitted fabric
sleeping surface

Breathable rebound e-Fibre
comfort layer

High density e-Fibre
support layer

e-Pocket™ core
for responsive contour support

High density e-Fibre
base layer


